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FLV Editor Pro is the ideal solution for unmatched FLV editing  and other video creation.
With it, you can trim and crop FLV  precisely, merge and join multiple FLV flexibly into a single
and continuous one, create the project file to edit FLV later conveniently, add multiple
watermarks at different points, insert special effects, capture the pictures for each frame and
preview for real-time FLV editing and conversion.\

Apart from the professional editing FLV functions, it allows you to batch process multiple
edited FLV for output along at fast speed. In addition, the clear and simple layout of the
interface gives you joyful user experience, especially it is easy to enlarge or reduce for
convenient use.

The program can meet the requirement for personal or business use. The output videos with
different codecs can be transferred to portable devices and PowerPoint for presentation in
public. In brief, it is really a professional all-in-one FLV editor.

Key Features

Import various FLV files, with the codecs like H.263, Flash 8, and Flash 8 with alpha.

Trim and crop the video clips for output.

Join more than one FLV files into one sequence to convert.

Allow adding multiple image or text watermarks.

Save as a project file for mobile officing.

Insert special effects like Emboss, Purple, InvertColor and more.

Output picture sequences for each of frame.

Stretchable and flexible interface.

Resource Manager for arranging FLV easily.

Powerful video sequence List.

Multiple import FLV methods.

Real-time preview and conversion preview.

Bonus tool: YouTube FLV Downloader.
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 System Requirements

Microsoft windows 2000 / XP / Vista
Intel or AMD of compatible processors at 1GHz minimum
Display graphics minimum resolution of 800*600 32-bit color RAM 128 MB
Minimum 40 MB of free hard disk for installation, minimum 300 MB for proper
operation
Sound card
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